Keith Cottier

The Thomas Foundation

N

atural conservation is close
to Keith Cottier’s heart.
The architect speaks softly but
passionately about his role as a
Director of the Thomas Foundation.
Established in 1998, the family
foundation recently donated a
grant to The Nature Conservancy’s
Australia Program (TNC). The
Challenge Fund will provide up
to $2 million for five consecutive
years, provided that TNC raises a
corresponding amount.
“We see this grant as a way of
motivating stakeholders to do more
in natural conservation,” says Keith.
“It’s a crucial time for
this to happen because
public interest in the
imperiled Australian
lands, waters and
wildlife is increasing.”
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Christmas charity

Tim Schwager in China
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t’s the end of another great year
for Allen Jack+Cottier, but that
wouldn’t be possible without the
strong relationship we share with
clients and consultants. Thanks
for your continued support - we
wish you a safe and happy festive
season.
We’re also excited about
supporting two charities over
the coming year, both locally and
abroad.
Boys from the Bush is an
enterprise-based behaviour
program assisting 12-20 year
old indigenous youth in Cape
York and Torres Strait, Northern
Queensland. The program guides
participants through a difficult
social environment, turning their
skills to various work environments.
Resourcefulness and local knowhow has even sourced a range of
natural products, including insect
repellent, soap, air freshener, and
disinfectant.

The second
charity is
based in the
mid west of
Nepal, helping
poor and
TNC is a global voice
disadvantaged
for conservation,
children to
forming partnerships
Boys from the Bush
join the school
across all levels of
system. Chahari (meaning “shade”)
society to raise awareness and
Schools Nepalgunj is a registered
ultimately protect ecosystems.
organisation based in the west of
But conservation and architecture
Nepal.
also share a functional relationship.
Funding enables teachers to
“Architecture should not be divorced
assemble groups of children
from the natural world, but fit
six times a week, for two hours,
within a much bigger picture - how
usually in the shade of a tree or
it relates to its surrounding, and
what it does to enrich people’s lives.” verandah. The education bridges
the gap between regional dialects
The Thomas Foundation will
and the official language used in
continue to make “investments
government schools, where children
of social capital” in conservation,
hope to study in the future.
education and the arts.

im Schwager is relishing his fulltime appointment as Director of
AJ+C China, alongside Anne Warr.
The role sees
Tim liaise with
local clients,
contribute to
design and
further the
practice’s
growing profile
in China. His
contribution to
Tim Schwager
architecture in
both Australia and China includes
the most commercially successful
medium density housing project in
Shanghai - Cambridge Forest. Tim
also worked in the United States for
a number of years, and ran his own
architectural practice in Sydney
before moving to China in 2003.

UNESCO award

F

ederico Masin can’t stop smiling.
The architect has received
an Award of Distinction from
UNESCO at the 2006 Asia Pacific
Cultural Heritage Awards.
Federico caught the eye of judges
with his restoration of a neoclassical 1920s bank into a twostorey shopping mall. The architect
was based in Shanghai at the time,
working for Kokai Studios. Federico
is currently working with the
Homebush team.
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Valencia unveiled

How do you move a lifestyle from the coast of Spain to the west of Sydney?

A

t a glance, Valencia encapsulates 173 apartments in three
distinct buildings overlooking Homebush Bay. The
development resides within Payce Properties’ expanding
Mediterranean-themed village, where leisure, shopping and
commercial facilities centred around a cobblestoned plaza, all
recreate the holiday buzz for everyday living.

“We continued to refine our ideas,” says project architect Daniel
Staebe. “Our strong relationship with Payce Properties and
the builder ensured that a cohesive project team was working
to achieve the client’s vision of the ‘resort’ theme. The casual

observer can see this theme emerge from the building elevations
in the use of colour through painted render, tiling, face brickwork
and bold building signage.”
“Additional attention has been paid to the mix of apartment types,
internal planning and finishes, as reflected in the size, location and
pricing of individual apartments from ground floor to penthouse.”
AJ+C delivered a multi-faceted service, from intricate building
signage and stone-lined lift foyers, to the heated 25 metre
swimming pool and a centrepiece waterfeature.
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“… the team saw the lake as
an opportunity to implement
geothermal technology and
reduce the consumption of
carbon fuels.”
Jane Johnson, project architect

Perspective Irene Still

A seachange for Seaforth

Footprints on Taiping Lake

T
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Sometimes the key to design lies in the past...
he closure of Seaforth TAFE provoked local residents to
face the loss of something more personal than textbooks or
curriculum. The site, it seem, resonated with community spirit.
So when the prospect of redevelopment emerged, community
consultation set the goal of recreating a “heart” for Seaforth.
Landcom, on behalf of the Department of Education,
commissioned Allen Jack+Cottier to enter discussion with
the Community Reference Group and respond with a design
concept. The prefered option radically realigns Sydney Road
through the TAFE site creating a new signalled intersection and
doing away with the ‘unloved’ roundabout. A mixed retail and
residential development will include a 1000m2 public plaza,

Hiking through scrub in Southern China led Peter Ireland to an elegant solution…

500m2 multipurpose community centre, refurbishment of the
heritage listed stone school house and 106 dwellings.
Safety is an issue. The traffic roundabout on Sydney Road
separates the site from an adjacent retail centre, dividing the
town and intimidating pedestrians. The plan will re-align Sydney
Road through the site to create two development parcels linked
by a signalized pedestrian crossing at Frenchs Forest Road.
Meanwhile, the plaza will neatly occupy the space currently
occupied by the old alignment of Sydney Road.

he architect was scrutinising the future site of a prestigious
hotel and health spa on the shores of Taiping Lake, situated
west of Shanghai. “I spent two days crawling over scrub and
farmers’ trails in the area, investigating how to minimise the
footprint of the development,” says Ireland. The Project Director
has visited the site five times in the past year, working through
jetlag, time zones and deadlines to lead an international team of
consultants. Engineers, interior designers, and builders stretch
from Sydney to Singapore, and of course, mainland China.

The project comprises of a 250-bed resort hotel, including
conference and club facilities, restaurants, a health spa, indoor
swimming pool, water sport facilities and retail. Taiping Lake

resides in Anhui province, home to world heritage sites listed by
UNESCO, including nearby villages and Huangshan Mountain.
Termed ‘the loveliest mountain in China’ by folklore, Huangshan
lures visitors to a mythical landscape of granite peaks and
valleys shrouded in cloud. If it seems vaguely familiar, you may
recall Crouching Tiger, Hidden Dragon, where the landscape
was lavishly depicted for world audiences. Understandably,
expectations for the development are high.
“The project relates to our experience with Elysia Golden Door,
the health resort we designed for the Hunter Valley,” says Ireland.
“But our design will respond directly to the prevailing site and its
heritage value.”

The response began from the ground, drawing on local knowledge, vegetation,
geology, and people. Design followed in the wake of basic principles, absorbing the
character of Anhui buildings, and local materials such as stone and timber. But the
most important local feature involved Taiping Lake itself.
“After discussion with our energy consultant, Squire Mech, the team saw the
lake as a prime opportunity to implement geothermal technology and reduce
the consumption of carbon fuels,” says project architect Jane Johnson. The lake
provides a thermal sink and secondary source of energy. Warm in winter and cool
in summer, the lake is subsequently harnessed for air conditioning. The concept
is relatively untried in China, but the client has warmed to the implications of
environmental sustainability.
The hotel is being developed for Crowne Plaza, as part of the International Group of
hotels. Construction is expected to begin before the end of 2006.

